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Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
MOTOR CARRIER APPLICATION
Please answer all of the questions below to determine what forms are required.
If you plan to print this form and fill it out by hand, answer the questions below first.
Filings with the Missouri Secretary of State and Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration must be complete prior to applying for an account.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF DOCUMENTS.
1. WHAT TYPE OF ACCOUNT IS NEEDED? (check all that apply)
Check this box to obtain a 72 Hour Trip and/or Fuel Permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.
ONCE THE ACCOUNT HAS BEEN SET UP A USER ID AND PASSWORD WILL BE PROVIDED TO ACCESS MCE ONLINE TO ORDER PERMITS. PROVIDING AN E-MAIL ADDRESS ON THE FORM BELOW WILL EXPEDITE THIS PROCESS.
Is an OSOW Permit needed today?
Is this company a Missouri-based carrier?
Is the permit for an intrastate (point-to-point within Missouri) move?
2. HOW IS THE USDOT NUMBER CLASSIFIED WITH FMCSA?
INTERSTATE carriers are required to pay regulatory fees under the Unified Carrier Registration Program.
3. ARE YOU A PERMIT SERVICE?
As a permit service, submitting this form on behalf of your client, you MUST include a Power of Attorney with this form to show you have authority to sign on behalf of the applicant. Additionally, you must complete all fields in the Permit Service section of the Customer Information Form, and provide a signature.
When all applicable forms are completed they must be returned to MoDOT Motor Carrier Services for processing. 
Once submitted, all forms will be processed in the order they are received. A representative from MoDOT MCS will contact you when your account is established, or if further information or documents are needed. Contact our office at 1.866.831.6277 with questions.
INTRASTATE OPERATING AUTHORITY APPLICANTS
Please answer all of the questions below to determine what forms are required.
If you plan to print this form and fill it out by hand, answer the questions below first.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF DOCUMENTS.
1. ARE YOU REQUESTING A TRANSFER OF ALL OR A PORTION OF A CURRENT AUTHORITY?
A transfer of active operating authority to another carrier can be requested at any time. A transfer MUST also be requested for change of ownership, change of business type, or change of Tax ID/FEIN number.
2. WHAT TYPE OF AUTHORITY ARE YOU REQUESTING? For a Transfer, select the type of authority you are wishing to transfer.
Transports any property, EXCEPT Household Goods.
Transports personal effects and property to be used in a dwelling, store, office, or institution; or articles that require specialized handling and equipment used in moving household goods.
Transports passengers for-hire at a per passenger fee.
Transports passenger groups from beginning to end at a fixed charge for the vehicle.
Transports exclusively elderly, handicapped, or preschool disadvantaged persons, or operates in specialized other than "urbanized areas". Section 390.063 RSMo.
3. WILL YOU TRANSPORT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS?
If you transport objects that are powered by a flammable liquid including, but not limited to motor vehicles you must select YES, choose Class 9 Miscellaneous Hazardous Material, and have this class registered with your USDOT number.
4. IS YOUR PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS ADDRESS IN MISSOURI?
The Principal Place of Business Address is is the location where safety records of the company are kept or can be made available.
When all applicable forms are completed, they must be returned to MoDOT Motor Carrier Services for processing. 
Once submitted, all forms will be processed in the order they are received. A representative from MoDOT MCS will contact you when your account is established, or if further information or documents are needed. Contact our office at 1.866.831.6277 with questions.
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
CUSTOMER INFORMATION FORM
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU USE THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WITH THIS FORM AS A GUIDE.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF DOCUMENTS.
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS ADDRESS (not a PO Box)
MAILING ADDRESS (if different than Principal Address, may be a PO Box)
MO TERMINAL ADDRESS (IRP/IFTA) where you have a business, not a PO Box
OSOW (Oversize Overweight) TERMINAL
SECTION 2. CUSTOMER TYPE (Select all that apply)
SECTION 3. FORM OF BUSINESS
COMPANY OFFICERS OR PARTNERS:
SECTION 4. PERMIT SERVICE INFORMATION (*Required for Permit Service Companies only)
Service to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc?
*As a Permit Service, a Power of Attorney MUST be submitted with this form.
SECTION 5. CERTIFICATION & SIGNATURE
 
The applicant agrees by signing below: 
 
INTERNATIONAL FUEL TAX AGREEMENT: I hereby declare to comply with quarterly reporting, payment, record keeping supported by four (4) years of records, and license display requirements as specified in the INTERNATIONAL FUEL TAX AGREEMENT. The applicant authorizes the state of Missouri to refund any overpayment or withhold any refund of overpayment, if delinquent amounts are due any IFTA member jurisdiction. Failure to comply with these provisions shall be grounds for revocation of the IFTA license in all member jurisdictions. 
 
EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION & MILEAGE: I hereby declare if the jurisdiction boxes are not complete under the Mileage Registration section that I have no actual miles to report and agree to the Average Per Vehicle Distance (APVD) mileage chart used by Motor Carrier Services to figure my registration fees. The undersigned, under oath, swears under penalty of perjury of the laws of the state of Missouri in regard to making a false declaration to a public official, that future vehicle registration form(s), for the above referenced year will be true and correct, and that vehicle financial responsibility required by state law will be in effect and maintained on vehicles listed on these applications. I understand that I am required to preserve the individual vehicle distance records and source documents on which my International Registration Plan filings are based for three years.
 
SAFETY:  I hereby declare that I have knowledge of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (49 CFR parts 40, 382, 386 and 388-399) including highway related portions of the Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations (49 CFR 107, 171-173, 177 and 178) or compatible state rules, regulations, standards and orders applicable to motor carrier safety including highway transportation and hazardous materials. The applicant by signature on and/or delivery of this application to Motor Carrier Services consents on behalf of itself; its affiliates and other persons or entities under its control to be investigated by MoDOT in relationship to the applicant's safety fitness or insurance coverage. This consent extends to a search for and recovery of all evidence relating to compliance with state, federal and local laws. 
 
My signature below shall be:
 
→ Considered a signature to unsigned return(s) and becomes part of my IFTA quarterly returns.
→ Considered a signature for authorization to remove power unit(s) in my INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION PLAN                   
     fleet that is/are licensed in excess of 54,000 pounds and process the remaining Missouri portion of fees as a refund.
→ An affirmation and proof that I have established and maintained all legally required liability insurance coverage on all  
     qualified vehicles bearing a Missouri apportioned license plate.
 
Under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Missouri and the United States of America, the information in this application or attached hereto is true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge, I am authorized to sign this application on behalf of the applicant and the signature below is my own true and correct signature made by me or my legal representative and by no other person.
 
NOTE: The applicant must sign the application, or a third party must submit written proof (i.e. Power of Attorney) of their authority to sign on behalf of the applicant. If the applicant is a corporation, an officer of the company or an individual authorized to sign on behalf of the company may sign this application. If the applicant is a Limited Liability Company, a member or manger authorized to sign on behalf of the LLC may sign this application. If the applicant is a Corporation or an LLC, an attorney that is licensed to practice before the Missouri Bar may sign the application, although it is not required.
IRP REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
PROOF OF MISSOURI RESIDENCY   Three of the following must be included to process a new IRP account.
Missouri Driver's License
Federal Income Tax filed from an address in Missouri
Missouri Personal/Real Estate Tax Receipt
Utility Bills
Missouri Corporation Papers
Missouri Title or Validated Titling Receipt
This is obtained at a motor vehicle fee office. Submit a copy showing that the title has either been received or applied for. 
Vehicles that are titled in the name of the account holder must have a Missouri title. NO SIGNED OVER TITLES OR TITLE APPLICATIONS ARE ACCEPTED.
This is obtained from the Internal Revenue Service. Federal law requires proof of payment (or exemption) of the Federal Heavy Vehicle Use Tax for power units registered with a gross or combined gross weight of 55,000 pounds or more, by the last day of the month following the month of first use.
Acceptable receipts include:
   *   A receipted IRS Form 2290/Schedule 1 returned from the IRS listing each vehicle identification number (VIN); or
   *   IRS Form 2290/Schedule 1 listing each vehicle identification number (VIN) with a copy of the front and back of canceled check, 
        money order, cashiers check or electronic confirmation if payment was made online at www.irs.gov/filing.
The receipt or waiver must be in the account holder's name, and is obtained from a Missouri County Collectors office. Submit a copy of the paid tax receipt or a tax waiver for all vehicles. If the receipt does not show the number of vehicles, then a copy of an assessment list must accompany the receipt. 
This is required if the vehicle/trailer is involved in a lease, and must identify the unit by year, make and Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), and include signatures of all applicable parties.
The following documents must be included with the Motor Carrier Application in order to process a new account.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF DOCUMENTS.
Three of the following are required:
THE NAME ON THE ABOVE DOCUMENTS MUST MATCH THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT.
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
573.751.0916
IRP REGISTRATION FORM
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
TYPE OF OPERATION:
COMMODITY CLASS:
DO YOU HOLD WYOMING INTRASTATE OPERATING AUTHORITY?
SECTION 2.  ADD EQUIPMENT
If filling out this form manually and adding more than 3 vehicles,  make a copy of this page
IS UNIT LEASED 
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IF YOU NEED TO ADD MORE THAN 7 TOTAL VEHICLES PRINT THIS PAGE AND ADD ADDITIONAL VEHICLES MANUALLY
ADD EQUIPMENT CONT...
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
IS UNIT LEASED     
MOTOR CARRIER RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFETY
IS RESPONSIBLE CARRIER EXPECTED TO CHANGE DURING THE REGISTRATION YEAR?
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PLATE CREDIT
SECTION 3. JURISDICTIONAL WEIGHTS
Do you need a weight higher or lower than the Missouri base weight in another jurisdiction?
LIST ONLY THE WEIGHTS OF THE IRP JURISDICTIONS THAT WILL BE DIFFERENT THAN THE MISSOURI BASE WEIGHT.
SECTION 4. MILEAGE REGISTRATION
DOES THIS FLEET HAVE ACTUAL REPORTABLE DISTANCE?
You are indicating that the registrant did have actual distance accumulated during the distance reporting period. Actual distance miles will be reported.
You are indicating that the registrant did not have actual distance accumulated during the distance reporting period. The base  jurisdiction mileage distance chart will apply.
ENTER ALL MILES TRAVELED FROM JULY 1 OF THE PREVIOUS CALENDAR YEAR TO JUNE 30 OF THE CURRENT YEAR.
JURISDICTION
ACTUAL MILES
JURISDICTION
ACTUAL MILES
JURISDICTION
ACTUAL MILES
AL - Alabama
MN - Minnesota
UT - Utah
AR - Arkansas
MO - Missouri
VA - Virginia
AZ - Arizona
MS - Mississippi
VT - Vermont
CA - California
MT - Montana
WA - Washington
CO - Colorado
NC - North Carolina
WI - Wisconsin
CT - Connecticut
ND - North Dakota
WV - West Virginia
DC - Dist of Columbia
NE - Nebraska
WY - Wyoming
DE - Delaware
NH - New Hampshire
AB - Alberta
FL - Florida
NJ - New Jersey
BC - British Columbia
GA - Georgia
NM - New Mexico
MB - Manitoba
IA - Iowa
NV - Nevada
NB - New Brunswick
ID - Idaho
NY - New York
NL - New Foundland
IL - Illinois
OH - Ohio
NS - Nova Scotia
IN - Indiana
OK - Oklahoma
NT - Northwest Terr
KS - Kansas
OR - Oregon
ON - Ontario
KY - Kentucky
PA - Pennsylvania
PE - Prince Ed Is
LA - Louisiana
RI - Rhode Island
QC - Quebec
MA - Massachusetts
SC - South Carolina
SK - Saskatchewan
MD - Maryland
SD - South Dakota
YT - Yukon Terr
ME - Maine
TN - Tennessee
AK - Alaska
MI - Michigan
TX - Texas
MX - Mexico
TOTAL ACTUAL MILES
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
573.751.0916
IFTA APPLICATION
GENERAL INFORMATION
DECALS
*** THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR DECALS ***
The number of decals issued must reconcile with the number of trucks licensed, and will be subject to audit.
BULK STORAGE
DO YOU MAINTAIN BULK STORAGE?
FUEL TYPE
TYPE OF FUEL USED:
LICENSE TYPE
TYPE OF MISSOURI LICENSE:
LEASE INFORMATION
ARE YOUR VEHICLES INVOLVED IN A LEASE AGREEMENT?
If yes, who is responsible for the fuel tax reporting?
PREVIOUS IFTA
HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY HELD AN IFTA LICENSE IN ANOTHER JURISDICTION?
Is that license currently suspended or revoked?
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
UNIFIED CARRIER REGISTRATION  - 2018
Click here to go to the Unified Carrier Registration Form Instructions.
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
SECTION 2. CLASSIFICATION (check all that apply)
SECTION 3. FEES DUE - BROKERS & LEASING COMPANIES ONLY
Note: If your company is also a motor carrier or motor private carrier, skip this section and go to section 4.
Registrants that (1) hold broker authority and are NOT motor carriers or freight forwarders, or (2) are leasing companies that do not hold ANY interstate operating authority from USDOT, submit the amount of $69 in the form of payment acceptable to your base state and go to Section 7.
SECTION 4. MOTOR CARRIERS & FREIGHT FORWARDERS - NUMBER OF VEHICLES
Check only one box:                    The number of vehicles below is:
Option A
Option B
Line No.
1.
The total number of Straight Trucks and Tractors:
2.
Number of passenger vehicles designed to carry more than 10 people, including the driver:
3.
Add Lines 1 and 2 and enter results here:
4.
(Optional for MOTOR CARRIERS & MOTOR PRIVATE CARRIERS ONLY): Enter the number of vehicles that are used EXCLUSIVELY in INTRASTATE transportation or have a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating less than 10,000 lbs. You are required to maintain a list of vehicles excluded under this options. See Instructions for additional requirements if you select this option.
5.
Subtract Line 4 from Line 3 enter total here:
6.
(Optional for For-Hire Motor Carriers only). Add any other motor vehicle you operated for compensation, and not included on Line 1 or Line 2, regardless of weight, interstate or intrastate commerce or how many passengers the vehicle is designed to carry:
7.
Add lines 5 and 6 and enter results here:
8.
Grand Total - Enter amount from Line 3, Line 5 or Line 7 as applicable:
SECTION 5. FEE TABLE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES
AMOUNT DUE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES
AMOUNT DUE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES
AMOUNT DUE
0-2
$69.00
6-20
$410.00
101-1000
$6,820.00
3-5
$206.00
21-100
$1,431.00
1001 or more
$66,597.00
SECTION 6. FEES DUE - MOTOR CARRIER & MOTOR PRIVATE CARRIER
Using the number of vehicles in Section 4, Line 8 above, enter the Amount Due from the table in Section 5.
Note: Contact your selected base state for the types of accepted payment.
I, the undersigned, under penalty for false statement, certify that the above information is true and correct and that I am authorized to execute and file this document on behalf of the applicant. (Penalty provisions subject to the laws of the registration state.)
SECTION 7. CERTIFICATION
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
FORM MO-1   APPLICATION TO OPERATE IN INTRASTATE COMMERCE
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU USE THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WITH THIS FORM AS A GUIDE.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF AUTHORITY.
SECTION 1. TYPE OF REQUEST
A.    APPLICANT REQUESTS APPROVAL FOR NEW OR ENLARGED AUTHORITY AS A (check all that apply)
B.    TO TRANSPORT WHOLLY WITHIN ALL POINTS IN MISSOURI (check all that apply)
Mass Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, section 5311 of title 49 USC, with federal funds administered by MoDOT.
C.    APPLICANT REQUESTS MODOT TO APPROVE A TRANSFER OF
SECTION 2. GENERAL INFORMATION
SECTION 3. FORM OF BUSINESS
NAME OF COMPANY OFFICERS OR PARTNERS (not required for sole proprietor) PLEASE PRINT
TITLE
SECTION 4. PUBLIC LIABILITY SECURITY - INSURANCE
Applicant is required to file proof of insurance to the limits of liability prior to issuance of authority.
CONTACT YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY TO FILE THE REQUIRED INSURANCE FORM(S) WITH MODOT. See instructions for insurance required.
SECTION 5. REGISTERED AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS IN MISSOURI
If the state of your principal place of business (as shown above) is NOT Missouri, you must provide a person's name and physical address (not a PO Box) in Missouri where legal documents may be accepted on your behalf.
SECTION 6. REGULATORY LICENSE FEES (Not required for Not-For-Profit Corporations)
(number)
(number)
SECTION 7. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (Required ONLY for Hazardous Materials Applicants)
APPLICANT WILL TRANSPORT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REQUIRING:
APPLICANT DESIRES TO TRANSPORT THE FOLLOWING HAZARD CLASSES/DIVISIONS: (Check ALL that apply)
If you transport ALL divisions within a class check the box titled "All Divisions"
CLASS 1 EXPLOSIVES:
CLASS 2 GASSES:
CLASS 4 FLAMMABLE SOLIDS:
CLASS 5 OXIDIZERS & ORGANIC PEROXIDES:
CLASS 6 POISONS:
THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
SECTION 8. SIGNATURE
Commercial motor vehicle safety regulations apply to motor carriers operating in intrastate commerce. For more information about Safety Regulations that apply to your operation visit the Safety & Compliance section of our website at www.modot.org/mcs. 
PROPERTY CARRIERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE SECTIONS 9-12.
CONTINUE THIS APPLICATION ONLY IF YOU ARE APPLYING FOR HOUSEHOLD GOODS OR PASSENGER AUTHORITY.
THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
SECTION 9. VERIFICATION OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION (Required ONLY for Household Goods)
workers' compensation coverage.
NOTE: If your company is required to obtain workers' compensation insurance coverage and coverage lapses or is discontinued, any household goods authority issued pursuant to this application is subject to suspension until compliance is met.
SECTION 10. LIST OF EQUIPMENT TO BE USED
VEHICLE TYPE
MODEL YEAR
MAKE
LICENSED  WEIGHT
REASONABLE VALUE
VEHICLE OWNED, LEASED, OR TO BE ACQUIRED
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
DO ANY OF THE VEHICLES TO BE LISTED BELOW HAVE A SEATING CAPACITY OF 15 OR FEWER PASSENGERS, EXCLUDING THE DRIVER?
VEHICLE TYPE
MODEL YEAR
MAKE
SEATING CAPACITY
**EXCLUDING DRIVER
REASONABLE VALUE
VEHICLE OWNED, LEASED, OR TO BE ACQUIRED
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Attach list if needed for additional equipment - Name Exhibit 10 at top of each additional page.
SECTION 11. STATEMENT OF RATES TO BE CHARGED (Not Required for Household Goods)
HOUSEHOLD GOODS - Applicant must prepare a tariff after authority is granted, but prior to start of business. The tariff is not required to be filed with Motor Carrier Services. See state regulation 7 CSR 265-10.050 for how to prepare a household goods tariff or request a copy of a sample  tariff. The tariff is required to be posted in each terminal. You are required to charge customers only those rates and charges in your tariff in effect at the time of the movement as provided in the tariff.
THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
TYPE OF RATE TO BE CHARGED (Check all that apply)
Please provide below a statement of the rates to be charged if authority is granted for the transportation of passengers in intrastate commerce. Rates and charges might include minimum rate, rate per hour per vehicle type, rate per passenger (if applicable), seasonal rates or other information that is specific and clear. For charter operations, the rates and charges must be for the use of the vehicle and cannot be a per passenger charge.
PASSENGERS OTHER THAN IN CHARTER SERVICE - If you do not have interstate authority, you will be required to file your rates and charges with Motor Carrier Services in the form of a tariff prior to being granted authority. Our agency will contact you at the time the application is ready to be issued.
SECTION 12. FINANCIAL FITNESS This section is required for: HOUSEHOLD GOOD APPLICANTS; PASSENGER OTHER THAN CHARTER APPLICANTS; CHARTER APPLICANTS WITH CAPACITY OF LESS THAN 16 PASSENGERS
A.
BALANCE SHEET
If applicant is an Individual Partnership, complete Column A. Partnerships, also complete a balance sheet for each partner. (copy sheet as needed)
If applicant is a Corporation or Limited Liability Company, complete Columns A & B.
The Balance Sheet and Income Statement (Columns A & B) must be completed on a calender year basis (January 1 - December 31). Column B reflects actual data for the current calendar year OR for new corporations just starting business. If you are an existing business and do not have any actual current year data available to report, please note N/A in this column. You may add, by attachment, supplemental information to this financial statement if you feel it will help support the application. Additional information may also be requested by our agency if your financial statement appears incomplete or questionable.
1.
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
Include cash in checking and savings; amounts due from others; prepaid insurance, taxes, or other payments; cost of materials and supplies on hand; and other near cash assets.
2.
OTHER ASSETS
Include trucks, trailers (or busses) and other equipment shown in Section 10 above, minus depreciation; and other property.
3.
TOTAL ASSETS (Add lines 1 and 2 above)
4.
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
Include any amount due to others within 1 year or less on any loans, accounts due, or other debt.
5.
TOTAL LONG TERM LIABILITIES
Include any amount due to others after 1 year on any loans, accounts due, or other debt.
6.
CAPITAL STOCK (Corporations Only)
7.
RETAINED EARNINGS, CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL, OR EQUITY OF LIMITED COMPANIES (Corporations Only)
8.
NET WORTH-PARTNERS OR INDIVIDUALS
9.
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY (Add lines 4 through 8)
B.
PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET
If applicant is a Partnership, Corporation, or Limited Liability Company, check only one box below and provide information if needed
(Include a description of the items, the amount of the purchase, and any associated debt or loan amount) Attach additional sheets if necessary.
C.
INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT
1.
TOTAL REVENUE
Include all sales/revenue minus any cost of goods sold.
2.
TOTAL EXPENSES
Include all operating expenses such as salaries and fringes, depreciation, insurance, repairs, fuel and oil, tires, office, and other expenses, insurance, utilities, rent paid for vehicles or office equipment, operating taxes and licenses, legal and professional fees, and other expenses.
3.
NET OPERATING REVENUE (Line 1 minus line 2)
4.
OTHER OPERATING INCOME & EXPENSES
Include mortgage or other interest expense; and gain (or loss) on sale of assets.
5.
NET INCOME (OR LOSS) (Line 3 minus line 4)
Missouri Department of Transportation
Motor Carrier Services
PO Box 270, 830 MoDOT Drive, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0270
E-mail:
contactmcs@modot.mo.gov
Phone:
1.866.831.6277
Fax:
72-HOUR TRIP (IRP) & FUEL (IFTA) PERMIT
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT YOU USE THE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WITH THIS FORM AS A GUIDE.
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT APPLICATIONS WILL DELAY THE ISSUANCE OF DOCUMENTS.
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS ADDRESS (not a PO Box)
MAILING ADDRESS (if different than Principal Address, may be a PO Box)
SECTION 2. 72-HOUR PERMIT TYPE
After processing, an invoice will be sent by fax or email. Call 1.866.831.6277 to pay.
SECTION 3. PERMIT SERVICE INFORMATION (*Required for Permit Service Companies only)
Service to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc?
*If you are using a Permit Service, a Power of Attorney MUST be submitted with this form.
OSOW SINGLE TRIP INFORMATION CHECKLIST
When ordering OSOW permits please provide all the following information  to avoid any delays in processing .
INSURANCE
$750,000 combined single limit automobile liability
Insurance company name, policy number, amount of coverage, effective and expiration date.
LOAD
Load description
Make and serial number of load
Number of pieces being hauled
Width, length and height of load prior to being loaded
VEHICLE & TRAILER(S) INFORMATION
License plate number and state
Year, make and full VIN number on vehicle and trailer(s)
OVERALL DIMENSIONS
Overall width
Overall length (truck/trailer/load - including overhang)
Overall loaded height
Trailer/load length plus overhang
Front and rear overhang, if applicable
Total number of axles truck and trailer combined
Gross Total Weight. If over legal weight, provide the group axle weights (steer/drive/trailer) and
axle spacings
ROUTE
Beginning and ending location. Loads cannot start or stop on an interstate, unless starting or
ending at a jobsite. Provide the exit number for starting and ending locations on an interstate.
If starting or ending on a state and/or lettered route outside of city limits of a town, provide the
closest state-maintained junction within 10 miles from where starting or ending on that route.
** Loads exceeding 16' wide, 16' high, 150' overall length, or 160,000 pounds or a configuration that is not a routine configuration must be submitted as a superload.
 
MoDOT Carrier Express   https://mcs.modot.mo.gov/mce/login.htm
Traveler Information Map   http://traveler.modot.org/map/
OSOW Permit Regulation Book   http://www.modot.org/mcs/documents/2009OSOWRegBook.pdf
 
Questions? Call 1-800-877-8499 or visit www.modot.org/mcs.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHEN DO I NEED APPORTIONED PLATES (IRP)?
You must have apportioned plates if you operate in two or more jurisdictions and/or if your vehicle(s) meets one or more of the following:
   -   the power unit licensing weight is in excess of 26,000 lbs.;
   -   the power unit has three or more axles, regardless of licensed weight;
   -   the power unit is used in combination and the said combination exceeds 26,000 lbs.; or
   -   the power unit performs intrastate movements in a jurisdiction other than Missouri, regardless of licensed weight.
WHEN DO I NEED TO REGISTER WITH THE MISSOURI SECRETARY OF STATE?
Any person(s) wishing to form or conduct business in Missouri as a corporation (including, among others, for profit, non-profit and professional corporations), limited liability company, limited partnership, limited liability partnership, limited liability limited partnership, or under a fictitious name must first apply to the Office of the Missouri Secretary of State for authority to do so.
WHY DO I NEED A USDOT NUMBER AND WHEN DO I REGISTER WITH THE FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION?
Missouri is a member of the Performance Registration and Information Systems Management (PRISM) program that is a federal/state partnership to improve motor carrier safety by making safe performance a requirement for obtaining and keeping commercial vehicle license plates. The USDOT number is used to identify the motor carrier responsible for safety. Unfit carriers may be denied the ability to register their vehicles.
Under PRISM, the USDOT number of the motor carrier is responsible for the safety of every vehicle registered and must be identified during the registration process.
For each power unit, you must report the USDOT number of the motor carrier responsible for the safe operation of the vehicle for the registration year. The motor carrier responsible for safety is the entity that the FMCSA ultimately holds accountable for things like hours-of-service, compliance, drug and alcohol testing and vehicle maintenance. In order to accurately identify responsibility for each vehicle, the USDOT number must be captured at the time of registration.
If you are a registrant leased to a motor carrier, you are required to update your motor carrier responsible for safety when you lease to a new authority. If you are renting or leasing vehicles in your fleet to an interstate motor carrier you are running under someone else's authority that will be responsible for the safe operation of the vehicle.
Short Term Lease - the vehicle will be rented or leased for 30 days or less to an interstate motor carrier.
Long Term Lease - the vehicle will be leased for more than 30 days to an interstate motor carrier, enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier responsible for safety of the vehicle.
The application requests the USDOT number assigned to the power unit and if the safety responsibility of the vehicle will change during the registration year.
The FMCSA requires a biennial update of all USDOT numbers. You can verify or apply for a USDOT number at www.safer.fmcsa.dot.gov.
WHAT IS AN ACCEPTABLE PROOF OF OWNERSHIP?
We will accept a copy of the issued title or a copy of a validated titling receipt (DOR-108) showing the title has been applied for at the motor vehicle fee office. In no case will we accept a title that has been signed over on the back. When applying for a title under a name other than your individual name, the application for the title must match the name on file with the Missouri Secretary of State and FMCSA.
WHEN DO I NEED TO PAY HEAVY HIGHWAY VEHICLE USE TAX (IRS-FORM 2290)?
Any time you license a power unit at 55,000 lbs. or higher.
WHEN DO I NEED TO SUPPLY A COPY OF A LEASE AGREEMENT?
Any time the vehicle is involved in a lease you must submit a lease agreement that identifies the unit(s) involved by year, make and vehicle identification number (VIN), and must include signatures of all parties.
WHAT IS CONSIDERED A "CURRENT YEAR" COUNTY PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPT OR TAX WAIVER FOR MISSOURI?
A current year tax receipt is one year prior to the current license year (i.e. 2015 license year requires a 2014 personal property tax receipt and/or tax waiver if application is made before January 1, 2015. After January 1, 2015 you must submit a 2014 receipt.)
WHOSE MISSOURI COUNTY PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX RECEIPT IS REQUIRED?
Generally it will be in the name of the registrant/motor carrier who is applying for the license plates. However, in some cases when the unit is leased, and the owner is a Missouri resident, the tax receipt will be under the owner's name and a copy of the owner's Missouri county personal property tax receipt must be submitted.
HOW LONG IS AN APPORTIONED PLATE GOOD?
IRP requires annual renewal. The registration expiration date is shown on the cab card. There are no grace periods. All vehicles you add to your account will have the same expiration date. You will receive a reminder postcard approximately 3 to 4 months in advance of the expiration.
WHAT FORMS OF PAYMENT ARE ACCEPTABLE FOR AN APPORTIONED PLATE?
   1.   Acceptable forms of payment by mail and walk-in:
         -   Cash, Personal or Company Check, Cashier's Check, Money Order, and Bank-to-Bank Transfer.
   2.   Acceptable forms of payment online:
         -   American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, E-Check, and Debit Card.
WHEN DO I NEED AN INTERNATIONAL FUEL TAX LICENSE AND DECAL (IFTA)?
You must have an IFTA license if you operate in two or more jurisdictions and/or if your vehicle(s) meet one or more of the following:
   -   the power unit has two axles and a gross vehicle weight or registered gross vehicle weight exceeding 26,000 lbs.;
   -   the power unit has three or more axles regardless of weight; or
   -   the power unit is used in combination and the said combination exceeds 26,000 lbs.
HOW LONG IS AN IFTA LICENSE AND DECALS GOOD?
Missouri's IFTA license and decals are valid for a calendar year, January 1 - December 31.
HOW MUCH DOES AN IFTA LICENSE AND DECALS COST?
Missouri does not charge for an IFTA license or decals, but the number of decals issued must reconcile with the number of trucks licensed, and are subject to audit.
HOW DO I ORDER IFTA DECALS FOR ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED VEHICLES?
   1.   Complete the IFTA Decal Request section on the IRP/IFTA Registration Form when applying for apportioned plates.
   2.   Order online using MoDOT Carrier Express at www.modot.org/mce.
   3.   Call Motor Carrier Services at 1-866.831.6277 or 573.751.7100.
HOW OFTEN DO I FILE MY FUEL TAX RETURNS?
Carriers licensed under IFTA must file quarterly fuel tax returns with their base jurisdiction showing all miles traveled, all fuel consumed and all gallons of fuel purchased tax-paid in each IFTA jurisdiction operated during the quarter.
WHAT ARE THE REPORTING PERIODS AND DUE DATES FOR FUEL TAX RETURNS?
REPORTING PERIOD
January - March
April - June
July - September
October - December
DUE DATE
April 30
July 31
October 31
January 31
CUSTOMER INFORMATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
USDOT Number - Enter the company's USDOT Number, if applicable. If the company has not been assigned a USDOT number leave this field blank.
FEIN/SSN -  Enter the Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. A sole proprietor who does not have an FEIN should enter a Social Security Number.
Legal Name - Enter the company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter a DBA name.
         → Single Owner: enter the true first and last name as shown on birth records.
         → Partnerships: list the legal name of each partner.
         → Corporation or LLC: Enter the unique name that is on file with the company's state of incorporation. 
Doing Business As (DBA) Name - If the company uses a fictitious (DBA) name and is a Missouri-based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. Contact the Secretary of State's office at 1.800.223.6535 with questions.
Principal Place of Business Address - Enter the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.
Mailing Address - Enter the mailing address, if different than the principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.
MO Terminal Address (IRP/IFTA) - IRP or IFTA customers - provide a Missouri address where the company has an established place of business. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.
Terminal Address (OSOW) - OSOW customers - provide a terminal address if applicable.
Person to Contact - Enter the name of the person who will be the contact for the account.
Phone & Fax Numbers - Enter the business telephone and fax numbers of the contact person.
E-mail Address - Enter the e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.
Same Contact for All Programs - Check this box if the contact information entered is the same for all MCS programs.
SECTION 2. CUSTOMER TYPE
Check the box for the type of account being requested. Check all that apply.
SECTION 3. FORM OF BUSINESS
Business Type - Check the box that identifies the form of business.
         → Partnerships, Corporations, & Limited Liability Corporations: enter the state of organization/incorporation, organization date and charter 
              number, as applicable.
Company Officers/Partners - Enter the name and title of company officers or partners. Not required for Sole Proprietors.
SECTION 4. PERMIT SERVICE INFORMATION (*Required for Permit Service Companies only)
Required for Permit Services ONLY. Provide all requested information.
SECTION 5. CERTIFICATION & SIGNATURE
The applicant or individual legally authorized to sign on behalf of the applicant must sign and date the Customer Information Form. If a permit service signs this section, a Power of Attorney must accompany the completed form. 
IRP REGISTRATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Effective Date - This is the requested date for the account to become active. If the account should become active upon completion of processing, leave this field blank.
FEIN/SSN - Enter the registrant/motor carrier Federal Identification Number or Social Security Number.
USDOT Number - Enter the USDOT Number of the Motor Carrier Responsible for Safety. Motor Carriers can obtain a USDOT Number at www.fmcsa.dot.gov/registration.
Transaction Type - Indicate add, transfer, deletion, etc.
Account Number - Enter the number assigned by Motor Carrier Services (if new, leave blank).
Fleet Number - Enter the number assigned by Motor Carrier Services (if new, leave blank).
Registration Year - Enter all four digits of the registration year (i.e. 2015).
Type of Operation - Check the boxes that describe the registrant's business.
Commodity Class - Check the boxes that describe the commodities transported.
Legal Name - Enter the name in which plates are being applied for. This name must be the same as the name registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State.
Doing Business As (DBA) Name - Enter the Doing Business As (DBA) or fictitious name used by the applicant, if applicable.
Business Address - Enter the Missouri address where the registrant/motor carrier has an established place of business.
Business Phone Number - Enter a contact phone number for the company. This must be a Missouri number, not a toll free number.
County - Enter the county where the business address is located.
Person to Contact - Enter the name of the person who will be the contact for the account.
Phone & Fax Numbers - Enter the business telephone and fax numbers of the contact person.
E-mail Address - Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.
SECTION 2. ADD EQUIPMENT - fill out all sections
Equipment Number - Enter the equipment number or unit number assigned to each power unit or trailer.
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) - Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.
Vehicle Type - Enter the type of vehicle. (TK - Straight Truck, ST - Semi Trailer, TR - Tractor, FT - Full Trailer, TT - Truck Tractor, BS - Bus, RT - Road Runner, CG - Converter Gear)
Model Year - Enter all four digits of the model year.
Make - Enter the make of the power unit or trailer.
Fuel Type - Select the type of fuel (D-Diesel, G-Gas, P-Propane, E-Electric, N-Natural Gas) being used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).
Unladen Weight - Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.
Weight Group - (Combined Gross Weight) Select the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed (use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance).
Power Unit/Trailer Unit Axles - Enter the number of axles of the power unit or trailer (each axle in a tandem group is one axle). When prorating with Quebec, the combination of both tractor and trailer axles will be shown on the cab card. 
Seats - For buses, enter the actual seating capacity including driver.
Date of Purchase - Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.
Purchase/Factory Price - The PURCHASE PRICE is the actual purchase price of the vehicle paid by the current owner, including accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle. The FACTORY PRICE is ninety percent (90%) of the manufacturers retail price, including accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, but excluding trade-in and sales tax.
Title State - Enter the state the title was issued in. This must be Missouri if the vehicle is owned by the motor carrier/registrant.
Title Number - Enter the number shown on the title. If the title has been applied for but not yet received, enter 'Applied'.
Leased Vehicles - Check Yes, if the vehicle is leased and enter the name of the titled owner-operator.
Motor Carrier Responsible for Safety - Check if the responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year, and the the USDOT and Tax ID of the responsible carrier.
Department of Revenue Credit - If returning a DOR plate to MCS to obtain credit of the unused portion, check the type of plate and enter the plate number and weight limit. Apportioned plates will not be sent until MCS receives this plate.
SECTION 3. JURISDICTIONAL WEIGHTS
List only the weights for the IRP jurisdictions that are different than the Missouri combined gross weight.
SECTION 4. MILEAGE REGISTRATION
If the power unit(s) operated in any other jurisdictions with no ownership change in the last reporting period, enter actual miles into the appropriate jurisdiction. Otherwise leave blank.
IFTA APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Registration Year - Enter all four digits of the registration year.
FEIN/SSN -  Enter the Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. A sole proprietor who does not have an FEIN should enter a Social Security Number.
Legal Name - Enter the company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter a DBA name.
         → Single Owner: enter the true first and last name as shown on birth records.
         → Partnerships: list the legal name of each partner.
         → Corporation or LLC: Enter the unique name that is on file with the company's state of incorporation. 
Doing Business As (DBA) Name - If the company uses a fictitious (DBA) name, and is a Missouri based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. Contact the Secretary of State's office at 1.800.223.6535 with questions.
Business Address - Enter the Missouri address where the registrant/motor carrier has an established place of business.
Mailing Address - Enter the mailing address, if different than the business address. This address may be a PO Box.
Person to Contact - Enter the name of the person who will be the contact for the account.
Phone & Fax Numbers - Enter the business telephone and fax numbers of the contact person.
E-mail Address - Enter the e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
SECTION 2. DECALS
Number of Vehicles Needing Decals - Enter the number of qualified vehicles needing decals. (The number of decals issued must
reconcile with the number of trucks licensed, and will be subject to audit.)
SECTION 3. BULK STORAGE
Do you maintain bulk storage - Check the box to indicate if the company maintains bulk storage. If yes, indicate the location of the bulk storage facility.
SECTION 4. FUEL TYPE
Type of Fuel Used - Check the box to indicate the type of fuel used in qualified vehicle(s).
SECTION 5. LICENSE TYPE
Type of Missouri License - Indicate the type of Missouri license plate(s) that are displayed on the qualified vehicle(s).
SECTION 6. LEASE INFORMATION
Leased Vehicles - Check the box to indicate if the vehicle(s) being licensed are leased. If yes, indicate who is responsible for the fuel reporting and the name and address of the party the vehicle(s) are leased to.
SECTION 7. PREVIOUS IFTA
Previously Held IFTA License - Check the box to indicate if the company has previously held an IFTA license in another jurisdiction. If Yes, check the box to indicate if the license has been suspended or revoked and the jurisdiction in which the license was held.
Instruction Sheet for UCR Carrier Registration
What is my base state for UCR?
  (A)  If your principal place of business as completed in Section 1 of the form is AK, AL, AR, CA, CO, CT, DE, GA, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, ME, 
          MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NH, NM, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI or WV, you must use that state as your 
          base state. If your principal place of business is not in one of these states, go to (B).
  (B)  If your principal place of business is not one of the states listed in (A) above but you have an office or operating facility located in one of the states listed 
          in (A) above, you must use that state as your base state. 
  (C)  If you cannot select a base state using (A) or (B) above, you must select your base state from (A) above that is nearest to the location of your principal  
          place of business; or 
  (D)          Select your base state as follows:
             a. If your principal place of business is in DC, MD, NJ, or VT or the Canadian Province of ON, NB, NL, NS, PE, or QC, you may select one of the 
                 following states:  CT, DE, MA, ME, NH, NY, PA, RI, VA, or WV.
             b. If your principal place of business is in FL or a state of Mexico, you may select one of the following states: AL, AR, GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, OK, 
                 SC, TN, or TX.
             c. If your principal place of business is in the Canadian Province of ON, MB or NU, you may select one of the following states: IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, 
                 MN, MO, NE, OH, or WI.
             d. If your principal place of business is in AZ, HI, NV, OR, or WY or the Canadian Province of AB, BC, MB, NT, NU, SK, or YT or a state of 
                 Mexico, you may select one of the following states: AK, CA, CO, ID, MT, ND, NM, SD, UT, or WA. 
Change of Base State  
If you selected your base state using (C) or (D) above and your principal place of business has moved to a qualified state in (A) or (B) above, you may at the next registration year change your base state to a state listed in (A) or (B). 
Section 1.  - General Information
Enter all identifying information for your company.  The owner and DBA name should be identical to what is on file for your USDOT number (See http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/CompanySnapshot.aspx).  Enter the principal place of business address that serves as your headquarters and where your operational records are maintained or can be made available.
Section 2.  - Classification (Definitions)
“Motor carrier” means a person providing motor vehicle transportation for compensation.
“Motor private carrier” means a person who provides interstate transportation of property in order to support its primary line of business.
“Broker” means a person, other than a motor carrier, who sells or arranges for transportation by a motor carrier for compensation.
“Freight forwarder” means a person who arranges for truck transportation of cargo belonging to others, utilizing for-hire carriers to provide the actual truck transportation, and also performs or provides for assembling, consolidating, break-bulk and distribution of shipments and assumes responsibility for transportation from place of receipt to destination.
“Leasing company” means a person or company engaged in the business of leasing or renting for compensation motor vehicles they own without drivers to a motor carrier, motor private carrier, or freight forwarder.
Section 3. - Fees Due-Brokers and Leasing Companies 
Brokers and leasing companies pay the lowest fee tier.  If your company is also a motor carrier (whether private or for-hire) skip section 3 of the application.  
Section 4. - Number of Motor Vehicles - Motor Carrier & Motor Private Carrier
Check the appropriate box indicating where the vehicle count being entered into the table in this section comes from. If you select "Option B", and your fleet count using this method places you in a bracket with a lower fee than if "Option A" had been selected, carriers are required to maintain a list of vehicles covered by the UCR registration and submit this information on Form UCR-2 when requested by the base state. Form UCR-2 may be obtained from your base state or at www.ucr.in.gov. Carriers only need to provide Form UCR-2 to the base state upon request, do not submit the form with your UCR registration!
Line 1. Enter the number of trucks and tractors over 10,000 pounds.
Line 2. Enter the number of passenger vehicles designed for more than 10 passengers, including the driver that you operated during the 12-month period ending June 30, 2017. A vehicle must be included as “operated” (1) if you included it among the vehicles you operated on the last Form MCS-150 or MCSA-1 you filed for the U.S. DOT number you entered at the top of this Form, or (2) if the vehicles traveled under the U.S. DOT number you entered at the top of this Form during the 12-month period that ended June 30, 2017. However, vehicles you operated only under a short-term lease (less than 30 days) should not be included.
Line 3. Add lines 1 and 2 and enter the results.
Line 4. (Optional, FOR MOTOR CARRIERS ONLY). You may also subtract vehicles that you included in Line 1, Column A, that you operate ONLY in the INTRASTATE transportation of property, waste, or recyclable material. “Intrastate” means that these vehicles never cross state lines or carry cargo that originates or has a destination in another state or foreign country. Passenger vehicles may NOT be subtracted. Freight Forwarders may not use this option to subtract either freight or passenger vehicles. A vehicle registered under the International Registration Plan is presumed not to be intrastate. 
If you use this Option, you must maintain a list of the vehicles you have subtracted.  Form UCR-1is designed for that purpose. Form UCR-1 may be obtained from your base state or online at www.ucr.in.gov. Only provide Form UCR-1 upon request of your base state, DO NOT INCLUDE IT WITH YOUR UCR REGISTRATION.
Line 5. Subtract Line 4 from Line 3 enter results.
 
 
  
Line 6. (Optional, FOR FOR-HIRE MOTOR CARRIERS ONLY).  You may add here any motor vehicles you operate for-hire, regardless of weight, in interstate or intrastate commerce.  This includes passenger vehicles regardless of the number of passengers.
 
Line 7.Add lines 5 and 6 and enter results.
 
Line 8. Grand total Enter the number from line 3, line 5 or line 7 whichever is the most accurate. If the registrant subtract no vehicles on line 4 and does not add any vehicles on line 6 then line 3 must be used to determine the entry on line 8.  If the registrant subtracts vehicles on line 4 and does not add any vehicles on line 6 then Line 5 is the number that must be entered on Line 8.  If the registrant does not enter any number on line 4 but does add more vehicles on line 6 then the number entered on Line 7 must be used. .Section 5.  - Fee Table for Motor Carriers (For-Hire & Private) & Freight Forwarders
This table is the approved UCR fees you will pay dependent upon the number of vehicles reported in Section 4.  This fee may change from year to year.  Contact your base state if you do not have the fee table for the correct registration period.  
 
Section 6.  - Fee Due for Motor Carrier (For-Hire & Private) & Freight Forwarders
Enter the amount due for the total number of vehicles calculated in Section 5.
 
Section 7.  - Certification
The owner or an individual who authorized to sign on behalf of the owner or owners must sign this form.  This certification indicates that the information is correct under penalty of perjury.
 
 
MO-1 FORM INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION 1 - TYPE OF REQUEST
A. TYPE OF CARRIER - Check the box that represents Common Carrier or Contract Carrier. If  contract carrier, attach a copy of the contract.
B. TYPE OF AUTHORITY - Check all boxes that apply to the type of authority being requested.
Property
Authorization to transport property, except household goods and passengers.
THIS INCLUDES HAZARDOUS MATERIALS - if hauling hazardous materials, also check Hazardous Materials.
Household Goods
Authorization to transport personal effects and property to be used in a dwelling, store, office, or institution; or articles that require specialized handling and equipment used in moving household goods.
Passengers Other than in Charter Service
Authorization to transport passengers for-hire at a per passenger fee.
Passengers in Charter Service
Authorization to transport passenger groups from a point of origin to a predetermined destination at a fixed charge for the vehicle (charges are usually per mile or per hour and are paid in a single amount to the carrier for the entire group).
Passengers Other than in Charter Service - Not-For-Profit
Check the box to indicate the type of not-for-profit corporation.
C. TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY - A transfer of authority indicates a change in ownership or type of business (i.e. Joe Smith is now MO Carrier LLC). Indicate if the transfer is full or partial (if partial, attach a description of the portion of authority to be transferred and title it Exhibit 1C). Be sure to include the USDOT Number and Name of Carrier transferring authority. The Name of Carrier is the company name or legal name registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.
A corporation that has sold its stock, but has not dissolved, liquidated or merged with another corporation has not changed its legal form so a transfer of authority is NOT required.
interstate carriers must also complete a transfer with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration. Information can be verified at www.safer.fmcsa.dot.gov.
Companies with apportioned license plates (IRP) and/or a fuel tax license (IFTA) must update information with those programs to receive new cab cards and/or an IFTA license in the new name. This may require submission of new titles and/or leases.
When requesting a transfer, a signature is required in this section and in Section 8 on page 2 before the application can be processed.
SECTION 2 - GENERAL INFORMATION
USDOT Number - A USDOT Number is required for operation in intrastate commerce in the state of Missouri. A USDOT Number can be obtained at www.fmcsa.dot.gov/registration. 
FEIN Number/Social Security Number - An FEIN Number is a federal Tax ID number. A sole proprietor who does not have an FEIN Number  should enter a Social Security Number. 
Legal Name - This is the company name or legal name registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. This name MUST be the same as the name registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State's Office, if applicable.
Doing Business As (DBA) Name - A DBA is a name that a company may use that is different from their legal company name. If using a DBA name, it MUST be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. Fictitious name registrations can be filed online at www.sos.mo.gov/business or by calling 1.866.223.6535.
Principal Place of Business - The principal place of business address is the location where safety records of the company are kept or can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.
Mailing Address - Enter the mailing address if different than the principal place of business address. This address may be a PO box.
SECTION 3 - FORM OF BUSINESS
A. BUSINESS TYPE - Check the box that represents the type of business. This MUST be the same as the type of business registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.
B. OUT OF STATE ORGANIZATION - Provide the state where the business is organized, if other than Missouri.
C. COMPANY OFFICERS - List the company's officers, partners, or members and their titles. This is not required for sole proprietors.
SECTION 4 - PUBLIC LIABILITY SECURITY-INSURANCE
The company's insurance company must file the required insurance forms BEFORE authority can be granted.
This form must include: Motor Carrier Name, DBA Name (if applicable), Business Address as reflected in Section 2.
THIS MUST BE THE SAME AS THE NAME REGISTERED WITH THE FMCSA AND THE MISSOURI SECRETARY OF STATE.
COMMODITY TRANSPORTED
AMOUNT OF REQUIRED COVERAGE
FORM TO FILE
Non-Hazardous Property & Household Goods
$100,000 for any injury or death of one person $300,000 for any one accident $50,000 property damage for any one accident
Form E or Form G
Hazardous Property
$1 million or $5 million dependent upon hazard class(es)/division(s) being transported. To determine exact liability coverage, please call MoDOT MCS.
Form E or Form G
Cargo (only required for Household Goods)
$2,500 for loss or damage to property carried on any one motor vehicle. $5,000 for loss or damage to, or aggregate of losses or damages of or to property, occurring at any one time or place.
Form H or Form J
SECTION 5 - REGISTERED AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS IN MISSOURI
If the principal place of business is NOT in Missouri the name and address of a process agent based in Missouri where service can be made on the business          MUST be provided. This must be the name of an individual, not an organization, and the address must be a physical location, not a PO Box. The FMCSA provides a list of some process agents on their website at www.fmcsa.dot.gov/registration/process-agents.
For corporations located in Missouri, any officer listed in Section 3C may be used as the registered agent unless another individual is specified.
SECTION 6 - REGULATORY LICENSE FEES (not required for not-for-profit corporations)
Check the box that represents if a door or window decal is needed, or if fees are paid under the Unified Carrier Registration Program.
Intrastate Carriers - must purchase either door or window decals for each vehicle. Note: Window decals are for passenger service with 6 to 12 passenger capacity only.
Decals are $10 per vehicle and payment must be received before authority is issued.
Interstate Carriers - must pay fees through the Unified Carrier Registration Program and are not required to purchase or display intrastate decals.
SECTION 7 - HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Check the box that indicates the type of insurance required and what class(es) and division(s) of hazardous materials are transported. If ALL divisions within a class are transported, check the box titled "All Divisions".
The classes and divisions listed MUST be registered with the FMCSA. If objects powered by a flammable liquid including, but not limited to motor vehicles are transported, Class 9 - Miscellaneous must be chosen.
SECTION 8 - SIGNATURE
The signature of the applicant is required before processing the application. If someone other than the applicant signs, proof of Power of Attorney is required.
If requesting a transfer, a signature is required in Section 1 on page 1 and in this section before the application can be processed.
Corporate officers may sign  on behalf of the corporation, and a member or manager of an LLC may sign on behalf of the business.
Complete Section 9-12 ONLY if  box 2, 3, 4 or 5 in Section 1B are checked
SECTION 9 - VERIFICATION OF WORKERS COMPENSATION (only required for Household Goods applicants)
Check the box that represents COMPLIANT, SELF-INSURED, or EXEMPT from obtaining workers compensation coverage.
Any lapse or discontinuation of service will result in suspension of authority.
SECTION 10 - EQUIPMENT TO BE USED
List all power units or equipment used. Be sure to indicate if the equipment will transport hazardous materials.
Household Goods Carriers - List the Licensed Weight of the vehicle.
Passenger Carriers - List the Seating Capacity of the vehicle.
SECTION 11 - STATEMENT OF RATES (only required for Passenger applicants)
Provide a description of how rates will be charged.
Household Goods Carriers - must complete a formal tariff AFTER authority has been granted, but before operations begin. The tariff must be available to view at each terminal.
Passenger Other Than Charter Carriers - intrastate carriers must file a formal tariff with MoDOT Motor Carrier Services BEFORE the issuance of authority. Interstate Passenger Other Than Charter carriers are NOT required to file a tariff with MoDOT.
SECTION 12 - FINANCIAL FITNESS
Fill out the appropriate information as indicated below if applying for Household Goods, Passenger Other than Charter, or Passenger in Charter authority with a seating capacity of less than 16 passengers.
Sole Proprietor or Partnership - Complete column A. Partnerships must also complete a balance sheet for each partner.
Limited Liability Company or Corporation - Complete columns A & B.
This section is not required for Property, Passenger Other than Charter as a Not-for-Profit Corporation, or Passenger in Charter authority with a seating capacity of 16 or more passengers.
72 HOUR PERMIT INSTRUCTIONS
SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION
USDOT Number - Enter the USDOT Number, if applicable. If the company has not been assigned a USDOT number leave this field blank.
FEIN/SSN - Enter the Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. A sole proprietor who does not have an FEIN should enter a Social Security Number.
Legal Name - Enter the company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter a DBA name.
         → Single Owner: enter the true first and last name as shown on birth records.
         → Partnerships: list the legal name of each partner.
         → Corporation or LLC: Enter the unique name that is on file with the company's state of incorporation. 
Doing Business As (DBA) Name - If the company uses a fictitious (DBA) name and is a Missouri-based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. Contact the Secretary of State's office at 1.800.223.6535 with questions.
Principal Place of Business Address - Enter the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.
Mailing Address - Enter the mailing address, if different than the Principal Place of Business Address. This address may be a PO Box.
Person to Contact - Enter the name of the person who will be the contact for the account.
Phone & Fax Numbers - Enter the business telephone and fax numbers of the contact person.
E-mail Address - Enter the e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.
SECTION 2. 72-HOUR PERMIT TYPE
72-Hour Reciprocity  Trip ($10.00) - Permit is required for carriers based in another jurisdiction that are not properly licensed to travel in or through the state of Missouri.
72-Hour IFTA Permit ($10.00) - Permit is required prior to entry or re-entry into Missouri when not registered for IFTA.
72-Hour Combination ($20.00) - Permit is required for carriers based in another jurisdiction that are not properly licensed to travel in or through the state of Missouri AND are not registered for IFTA.
Vehicle Year - Enter the year of the vehicle.
Vehicle Make - Enter the make of the vehicle.
Vehicle VIN - Enter the VIN of the vehicle.
Registration State - Enter the registration state of the vehicle.
License Number - Enter the license number of the vehicle.
Beginning Date - Enter the date the permit should begin.
Beginning Time - Enter the time the permit should begin. Be sure to choose AM or PM.
SECTION 3. PERMIT SERVICE INFORMATION (*Required for Permit Service Companies only)
Required for Permit Services ONLY. Provide all requested information.
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	ContactFax-INTRO: 
	Check this box if you operate an apportionable vehicle and need to obtain license plates through the International Registration Plan and/or if you need an International Fuel Tax Agreement license and decals.: 
	IRPText: 
	Check this box if you operate an apportionable vehicle and need to obtain license plates through the International Registration Plan and/or if you need an International Fuel Tax Agreement license and decals.: 
	IFTAText: 
	Check this box if you are setting up an Intrastate Operating Authority account.: 
	OPAText: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are setting up an OSOW account.: 
	OSOWText: 
	Check this box if you are requesting an OSOW permit for today.: 
	Check this box if you are not requesting an OSOW permit for today, but plan to in the future.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting an OSOW permit for today.: 
	Check this box if you are not requesting an OSOW permit for today, but plan to in the future.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting an OSOW permit for today.: 
	Check this box if you are not requesting an OSOW permit for today, but plan to in the future.: 
	Check this box if your USDOT Number is classified as Interstate with the FMCSA.: 
	Check this box if your USDOT Number is classified as Intrastate with the FMCSA.: 
	Check this box to verify that you have paid UCR fees for the current registration year. As an Interstate Carrier you are required to pay regulatory fees under the Unified Carrier Registration (UCR) Program.: 
	Check this box if you need to pay UCR fees for the current registration year. As an Interstate carrier you are required to pay regulatory fees under the Unified Carrier Registration (UCR) Program.: 
	Check this box if you are a permit service acting on behalf of the carrier.: 
	Check this box if you are a permit service acting on behalf of the carrier.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting a transfer of all or a portion of an existing authority.: 
	Check this box if you are not requesting a transfer of all or a portion of an existing authority.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a Property Carrier. A Property Carrier transports any property, except household goods.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a Household Goods Carrier. A Household Goods Carrier transports personal effects and property to be used in a dwelling, store, office, or institution; or articles that require specialized handling and equipment used in moving household goods.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a Passengers Other Than In Charter Service Carrier. A Passengers Other Than In Charter Service Carrier transports passengers for-hire at a per passenger fee.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a Passengers In Charter Service Carrier. A Passengers In Charter Service Carrier transports passenger groups from beginning to end at a fixed charge for the vehicle.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a Passengers Other Than In Charter Not-For-Profit Carrier. A Passengers Other Than In Charter Not-For-Profit Carrier transports exclusively the elderly, handicapped, preschool disadvantaged, or in specialized "urbanized areas" according to section 390.063, RSMo.: 
	Check this box if you will be transporting hazardous materials. If you transport objects that are powered by a flammable liquid (i.e. gasoline), or objects powered by an internal combustible engine you must select YES, and choose Class 9 Miscellaneous hazardous material, and have this class registered with your USDOT Number.: 
	Check this box if you will not be transporting hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if your Principal Place of Business Address is in Missouri. The Principal Place of Business Address is the location where safety records of the company are kept and can be made available.: 
	Check this box if your Principal Place of Business Address is not in Missouri. The Principal Place of Business Address is the location where safety records of the company are kept and can be made available.: 
	ContactFax-Cif: 
	Enter your USDOT number, if applicable. If your company has not been assigned a USDOT number leave this field blank.: 
	Enter your Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. If you are a sole proprietor and do not have an FEIN, enter your Social Security Number.: 
	Enter your company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter your DBA name in this field.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the applicant.: 
	Enter the doing business as (DBA) or fictitious name used by the applicant, if applicable.: 
	Enter your principal place of business street. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business city. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter the county where the principal place of business address is located.: 
	Enter your principal place of business state. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business zip code. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing street, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing city, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter the county where the mailing address is located.: 
	Enter your mailing state, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing zip code, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Check this box if your IRP/IFTA Missouri Terminal Address is the same as your Principal Place of  Business Address, and leave the MO Terminal Address fields blank.: 
	Enter the street where you have an established place of business in Missouri. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box. If this address is the same as the principal place of business address, check the box indicating such and leave this field blank.: 
	Enter the city where you have an established place of business in Missouri. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box. If this address is the same as the principal place of business address, check the box indicating such and leave this field blank.: 
	Enter the state where you have an established place of business in Missouri. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box. If this address is the same as the principal place of business address, check the box indicating such and leave this field blank.: 
	Enter the zip code where you have an established place of business in Missouri. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box. If this address is the same as the principal place of business address, check the box indicating such and leave this field blank.: 
	Check this box if your OSOW Terminal Address is the same as your Principal Place of  Business Address, and leave the OSOW Terminal Address fields blank.: 
	OSOW Customers - enter the street of your OSOW terminal address, if applicable. If this address is the same as your principal place of business address, check the box indicating such, and leave this field blank.: 
	OSOW Customers - enter the city of your OSOW terminal address, if applicable. If this address is the same as your principal place of business address, check the box indicating such, and leave this field blank.: 
	OSOW Customers - enter the state of your OSOW terminal address, if applicable. If this address is the same as your principal place of business address, check the box indicating such, and leave this field blank.: 
	OSOW Customers - enter the zip code of your OSOW terminal address, if applicable. If this address is the same as your principal place of business address, check the box indicating such, and leave this field blank.: 
	Enter the first and last name of the person who will be the contact for the account.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.: 
	Check this box if the contact information is the same for all MCS programs.: 
	Check this box if you are setting up an IRP or IFTA account.: 
	Check this box if you are setting up a 72-Hour Trip or Fuel Permit account.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Sole Proprietorship.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Partnership.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Limited Partnership.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Limited Liability Partnership.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Limited Liability Corporation.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Corporation.: 
	Check this box if your business is a Trust.: 
	Enter the company's state of organization, if applicable.: 
	Enter the company's date of organization in MM/DD/YYYY format, if applicable.: 
	Enter the company's charter number, if applicable.: 
	Enter the name of the company's officers or partners, if applicable. This is not required for a sole proprietorship.: 
	Enter the title of the company's officers or partners, if applicable. This is not required for a sole proprietorship.: 
	Enter the name of the company's officers or partners, if applicable. This is not required for a sole proprietorship.: 
	Enter the title of the company's officers or partners, if applicable. This is not required for a sole proprietorship.: 
	Enter the permit service Company Name, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service Contact Name, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service street, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service city, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service state, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service zip code, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service phone number, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service fax number, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service e-mail address, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Check this box if you are authorized by the company to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc.: 
	Check this box if you are not authorized by the company to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc.: 
	Enter the permit service MCE user id, if applicable.: 
	PermitSign: 
	Enter the Applicant Name or Attorney Name, if filling out the form for the applicant. If someone other than the applicant signs, proof of Power of Attorney is required.: 
	AppSign-Cif: 
	Enter the Applicant Title or Attorney Title, if filling out form for applicant. If someone other than the applicant signs proof of Power of Attorney is required.: 
	Enter the date in MM/DD/YYYY format.: 
	If an attorney signed on behalf of the applicant, enter the attorney's address.: 
	If an attorney signed on behalf of the applicant, enter the attorney's Missouri Bar Number.: 
	TitleReceipt: 
	F2290: 
	Lease: 
	PPTR: 
	CheckBox1: 
	CheckBox5: 
	CheckBox2: 
	CheckBox6: 
	CheckBox3: 
	CheckBox7: 
	If you do not want your account to become active immediately after paperwork is processed, enter the date you plan to begin operating.: 
	Enter the registrant/motor carrier Federal Identification Number or Social Security Number.: 
	Enter the USDOT Number of the Motor Carrier Responsible for Safety.: 
	Enter the type of transaction being requested (new, add, transfer, delete, etc).: 
	Enter the account number assigned by Motor Carrier Services (if new, leave blank).: 
	Enter the fleet number assigned by Motor Carrier Services (if new, leave blank).: 
	Enter all four digits of the registration year (e.g. 2015). If this is a new account leave blank.: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is Private (PVT).: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is For-Hire (FOR).: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is For-Hire Lease (FHL).: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is For-Hire Exempt (FHE).: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is For-Hire Rental (FHR).: 
	Check this box if your type of operation is Private Rental (PVR).: 
	Check this box if the commodity you transport is classified as All.: 
	Check this box if you have less than five (5) employees and are exempt from workers compensation coverage requirements (required ONLY for household goods carriers).: 
	Check this box if the commodity you transport is classified as Household Goods.: 
	Check this box if the commodity you transport is classified as Logs.: 
	Check this box if the commodity you transport is classified as Passenger.: 
	Enter the name in which you are applying for plates. This name must be the same as the name registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter a contact phone number for the company. This must be a Missouri number, not toll free.: 
	Enter the doing business as (DBA) or fictitious name used by the applicant, if applicable.: 
	Enter the county in which the business address is located.: 
	Enter the Missouri street where the applicant has an established place of business.: 
	Enter the Missouri city where the applicant has an established place of business.: 
	Enter the state where the applicant has an established place of business.: 
	Enter the Missouri zip code where the applicant has an established place of business.: 
	Enter the street where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the city where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the state where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the zip code where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	Check this box if you hold Wyoming intrastate operating authority.: 
	Check this box if you do not hold Wyoming intrastate operating authority.: 
	Enter the first and last name of the person who will be the contact for the account.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.: 
	Enter the number of vehicles you are adding to this account.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the name in which you are applying for plates. This name must be the same as registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter the USDOT Number of the Motor Carrier Responsible for Safety (MCRS).: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the Plate Number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the equipment number or unit number you have assigned to this power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the complete VIN as listed on the title or application for title.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the 4-digits of the model year.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the type of fuel used by the power unit (if trailer, leave blank).: 
	Enter the empty weight of the power unit or trailer.: 
	Enter the weight classification in which the vehicle is being licensed. Use the Comparable Weight Chart for assistance.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the power unit.: 
	Enter the number of axles of the trailer.: 
	Enter the seating capacity - buses only.: 
	Enter the month, day and year the power unit or trailer was purchased by the current owner.: 
	Enter the actual price paid by the current owner for the power unit or trailer. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle.: 
	Enter the factory price. The factory price is 90% of the manufacturer's retail price. Include accessories or modifications attached to the vehicle, and exclude trade-in and sales tax.: 
	Enter the state where the title was issued.: 
	Enter the number shown on the title. If using a title receipt enter 'Applied'.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is leased.: 
	Check this box if the power unit or trailer is not leased.: 
	If the power unit or trailer is leased enter the motor carrier name in which the unit is titled.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Check this box if responsible carrier is not expected to change during the registration year.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Enter the Tax ID number of the motor carrier assigned control and responsibility for the safety of the vehicle if other than yourself.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR farm plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR beyond local plate.: 
	Check this box if you are returning a DOR fleet plate.: 
	Enter the plate number of the DOR plate you are returning.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the name in which you are applying for plates. This name must be the same as registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter the USDOT Number of the Motor Carrier Responsible for Safety (MCRS).: 
	Check this box if you do not need to enter a weight group different than Missouri in another jurisdiction.: 
	Check this box if you need to enter a weight group different than Missouri in another jurisdiction.: 
	If the weight for ALABAMA (AL) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ARKANSAS (AR) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ARIZONA (AZ) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for CALIFORNIA (CA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for COLORADO (CO) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for CONNECTICUT (CT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (DC) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for DELAWARE (DE) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for FLORIDA (FL) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for GEORGIA (GA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for IOWA (IA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for IDAHO (ID) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ILLINOIS (IL) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for INDIANA (IN) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for KANSAS (KS) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for KENTUCKY (KY) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for LOUISIANA (LA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MASSACHUSETTS (MA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MARYLAND (MD) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MAINE (ME) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MICHIGAN (MI) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MINNESOTA (MN) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MISSISSIPPI (MS) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MONTANA (MT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NORTH CAROLINA (NC) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NORTH DAKOTA (ND) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEBRASKA (NE) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEW HAMPSHIRE (NH) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEW JERSEY (NJ) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEW MEXICO (NM) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEVADA (NV) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEW YORK (NY) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for OHIO (OH) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for OKLAHOMA (OK) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for OREGON (OR) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for PENNSYLVANIA (PA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for RHODE ISLAND (RI) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for SOUTH CAROLINA (SC) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for SOUTH DAKOTA (SD) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for TENNESSEE (TN) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for TEXAS (TX) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for UTAH (UT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for VIRGINIA (VA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for VERMONT (VT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for WASHINGTON (WA) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for WISCONSIN (WI) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for WEST VIRGINIA (WV) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for WYOMING (WY) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ALBERTA, Canada (AB) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for BRITISH COLUMBIA, Canada (BC) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MANITOBA, Canada (MB) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEW BRUNSWICK, Canada (NB) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR, Canada (NL) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NOVA SCOTIA, Canada (NS) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, Canada (NT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ONTARIO, Canada (ON) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, Canada (PE) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for QUEBEC, Canada (QC) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for SASKATCHEWAN, Canada (SK) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for YUKON, Canada (YT) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for ALASKA (AK) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	If the weight for MEXICO (MX) is different than the Missouri combined gross weight, enter that weight here.: 
	OPEN: 
	Check this box if the registrant did have actual distance accumulated during the reporting period.: 
	Check this box if the registrant did not have actual distance accumulated during the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ALABAMA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MINNESOTA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in UTAH for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ARKANSAS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MISSOURI for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in VIRGINIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ARIZONA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MISSISSIPPI for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in VERMONT for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in CALIFORNIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MONTANA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in WASHINGTON for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in COLORADO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NORTH CAROLINA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in WISCONSIN for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in CONNECTICUT for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NORTH DAKOTA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in WEST VIRGINIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEBRASKA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in WYOMING for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in DELAWARE for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW HAMPSHIRE for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ALBERTA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in FLORIDA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW JERSEY for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in BRITISH COLUMBIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in GEORGIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW MEXICO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MANITOBA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in IOWA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEVADA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW BRUNSWICK for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in IDAHO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW YORK for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NEW FOUNDLAND for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ILLINOIS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in OHIO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NOVA SCOTIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in INDIANA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in OKLAHOMA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in NORTHWEST TERR for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in KANSAS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in OREGON for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ONTARIO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in KENTUCKY for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in PENNSYLVANIA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in PRINCE ED IS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in LOUISIANA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in RHODE ISLAND for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in QUEBEC for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MASSACHUSETTS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in SOUTH CAROLINA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in SASKATCHEWAN for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MARYLAND for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in SOUTH DAKOTA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in YUKON TERR for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MAINE for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in TENNESSEE for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in ALASKA for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MICHIGAN for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in TEXAS for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in MEXICO for the reporting period.: 
	Enter the actual distance accumulated in all jurisdictions for the reporting period.: 
	Enter all four digits of the registration year.: 
	Enter the registrant/motor carrier Federal Identification Number or Social Security Number.: 
	Enter your company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter your DBA Name in this field.: 
	Enter the doing business as (DBA) or fictitious name used by the applicant, if applicable.: 
	Enter the street where the applicant has an established place of business in Missouri.: 
	Enter the city where the applicant has an established place of business in Missouri.: 
	Enter the state where the applicant has an established place of business in Missouri.: 
	Enter the zip code where the applicant has an established place of business in Missouri.: 
	Enter the street where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the city where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the state where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	 Enter the zip code where the applicant desires credentials/notifications be mailed.: 
	Enter the first and last name of the person who will be the contact for the account.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.: 
	Enter the number of qualified vehicles needing decals (the number of decals issued must reconcile with the number of trucks licensed, and will be subject to audit).: 
	Check this box if you maintain bulk storage, and list the location.: 
	Check this box if you do not maintain bulk storage.: 
	If you selected Yes, list the location where bulk storage is maintained.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses gas.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses diesel.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses propane.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses gasohol.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses ethanol.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses methanol.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses CNG.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses LNG.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses E-85.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses M-85.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) uses A55.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) displays apportioned license plates.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) displays beyond local license plates.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) displays farm license plates.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) displays local license plates.: 
	Check this box if the qualified vehicle(s) displays dealer license plates.: 
	Check this box if your vehicle(s) are involved in a lease agreement.: 
	Check this box if your vehicle(s) is not involved in a lease agreement.: 
	Check this box if the lessor is responsible for fuel tax reporting.: 
	Check this box if the lessee is responsible for fuel tax reporting.: 
	Enter the name and address of the lessee, if applicable.: 
	Check this box if you have previously held an IFTA Licence in another jurisdiction.: 
	Check this box if you have not previously held an IFTA Licence in another jurisdiction.: 
	If you have an IFTA License in another jurisdiction and it is currently suspended or revoked, list the jurisdiction.: 
	Check this box if your previous IFTA License is currently suspended or revoked.: 
	Check this box if your previous IFTA License is not currently suspended or revoked.: 
	ContactFax-UCR: 
	Enter your USDOT number, if applicable. If your company has not been assigned a USDOT number leave this field blank.: 
	Enter your FF number, if applicable.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter your company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter your DBA name in this field.: 
	Enter your Doing Business As (DBA) name. If your company uses a DBA name and you are a Missouri based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. : 
	Enter your Principal Place of Business street. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Principal Place of Business city. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Principal Place of Business state. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Principal Place of Business zip code. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Mailing street, if different than your Principal Place of Business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Mailing city, if different than your Principal Place of Business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Mailing state, if different than your Principal Place of Business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Mailing zip code, if different than your Principal Place of Business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Check this box if you are classified as a motor carrier. Motor carrier means a person providing motor vehicle transportation for compensation. : 
	Check this box if you are classified as a motor private carrier. motor private carrier means a person who provides interstate transportation of property in order to support its primary line of business.: 
	Check this box if you are classified as a broker. Broker means a person, other than a motor carrier, who sells or arranges for transportation by a motor carrier for compensation.: 
	Check this box if you are classified as a leasing company. Leasing company means a person or company engaged in the business of leasing or renting for compensation motor vehicles they own without drivers to a motor carrier, motor private carrier, or freight forwarder.: 
	Check this box if you are classified as a freight forwarder. Freight forwarder means a person who arranges for truck transportation of cargo belonging to others, utilizing for-hire carriers to provide the actual truck transportation, and also performs or provides for assembling, consolidating, break-bulk and distribution of shipments and assumes responsibility for transportation from place of receipt to destination.: 
	Check this box if the number of vehicles shown below is taken from Section 26 of your last reported MCS-150 form.: 
	Check this box if the number of vehicles shown below is the total number of vehicles owned and operated in the last 12-month period ending June 30 of the previous year.: 
	Enter the number of straight trucks and tractors you are reporting based upon your choice above. Include owned and leased vehicles (term of lease more than 30 days). Do not include trailers.: 
	Enter the number of motor coaches, school buses, mini-buses, vans and limousines you are reporting based upon your choice above. Include owned and leased vehicles (term of lease more than 30 days). Do not include trailers.: 
	Enter the total number of commercial motor vehicles to be reported (add Line 1 Column A plus Line 1 Column C).: 
	Enter the total number of vehicles to be subtracted based upon (A) and (B) of Line 2.: 
	Enter the total number of commercial motor vehicles to be reported (add Line 1 Column A plus Line 1 Column C).: 
	Enter the total number of vehicles to be added based upon (A) and (B) of Line 3.: 
	Enter the total number of commercial motor vehicles to be reported (add Line 1 Column A plus Line 1 Column C).: 
	Enter the total number of vehicles to be counted for UCR (Line 1 minus Line 2 plus Line 3).: 
	Enter the total amount due from the table in Section 5, for the total number of vehicles calculated in Section 4.: 
	Enter the Applicant Name. If someone other than the applicant signs, proof of Power of Attorney is required.: 
	Enter the date in MM/DD/YYYY format.: 
	If filing this form online, type your first and last name in this field. This indicates your acceptance and is considered the legal electronic equivalent of your signature.: 
	Enter the Applicant Title. If someone other than the applicant signs proof of Power of Attorney is required.: 
	ContactFax-MO: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a common carrier. A common carrier holds themselves out to the general public to transport passengers or property for hire or compensation.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority as a contract carrier. A contract carrier holds contracts with an entity to transport passengers or property for hire or compensation. Use named companies only and attach a copy of all contracts.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport property exclusive of household goods.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport household goods. Household goods are defined as personal effects and property to be used in a dwelling, store, office or institution; or articles that require specialized handling and equipment used in moving household goods.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting TEMPORARY authority to transport household goods in addition to requesting permanent operating authority. There is no temporary permit in lieu of operating authority. Urgent need must be shown.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service. Passengers other than in charter service carriers transport passengers for-hire at a per passenger fee.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting TEMPORARY authority to transport passengers other than in charter service in addition to requesting permanent operating authority. There is no temporary permit in lieu of operating authority. Urgent need must be shown.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers in charter service. Passengers in charter service carriers transport passenger groups from beginning to end at a fixed charge for the vehicle.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation. Passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation carriers transport exclusively the elderly, handicapped, preschool disadvantaged, or in  areas other than "urbanized areas". Select the type of passenger classification below.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation and you transport the elderly.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation and you transport the handicapped.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation and you transport preschool disadvantaged children for the purpose of participating in the federal Head Start program.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport passengers other than in charter service as a not-for-profit corporation and you transport passengers in areas other than "urbanized areas".: 
	Check this box if you are requesting authority to transport hazardous materials. You  must also complete Section 7 of this application.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting to transfer ALL intrastate authority.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting to transfer a PORTION of intrastate authority. Attach Exhibit 1C describing the portion of authority to be transferred.: 
	Enter the USDOT number of the authority you are requesting to transfer.: 
	Enter the name of carrier on the authority you are requesting to transfer.: 
	Enter the transferor's name. When requesting a transfer, a signature is required in this section and in Section 8 on page 2 before the application can be processed. : 
	TranSign: 
	Enter transferor's title.: 
	Enter the date in MM/DD/YYYY format.: 
	Enter your USDOT number, if applicable. If you do not have a USDOT number refer to the instructions for how to request one.: 
	Enter your Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. If you are a sole proprietor and do not have an FEIN, enter your Social Security Number.: 
	Enter the name of carrier. This is the company name or legal name registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. This name MUST be the same as the name registered with the FMCSA and the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter your doing business as (DBA) name. If your company uses a DBA name and is a Missouri based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. : 
	Enter your principal place of business street. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business city. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business state. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business zip code. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing street, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing city, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing state, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing zip code, if different than your principal place of business address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your Missouri terminal street, if applicable.: 
	Enter your Missouri terminal city, if applicable.: 
	Enter your Missouri terminal state, if applicable.: 
	Enter your Missouri terminal zip code, if applicable.: 
	Enter the first and last name of the person who will be the contact for the account.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a sole proprietor. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a partnership. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a limited partnership. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a limited liability partnership. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a limited liability company. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a corporation. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Check this box if your business type is a trust. Your business type MUST be the same as is registered with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter your state of organization or incorporation.: 
	Enter the date your company was organized or incorporated with the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	Enter the charter number of your company that was provided by the Missouri Secretary of State.: 
	List the company's officers, partners, or members and their titles. This is not required for a sole proprietor.: 
	List the company's officers, partners, or members and their titles. This is not required for a sole proprietor.: 
	List the company's officers, partners, or members and their titles. This is not required for a sole proprietor.: 
	List the company's officers, partners, or members and their titles. This is not required for a sole proprietor.: 
	Enter the name and address of a registered agent for service of process in Missouri. This MUST be the name of an individual, not a company, and a physical address, not a PO Box.: 
	Check this box if you are an Intrastate ONLY carrier and need to purchase door or window decals.: 
	Enter the number of door decals you need to purchase. Each vehicle you operate will need a decal. See instructions for payment information.: 
	Enter the number of window decals you need to purchase. Each vehicle you operate will need a decal (window decals are available ONLY for passenger service vehicles with a 6 to 12 passenger capacity).: 
	Check this box if you are an Interstate carrier and pay regulatory fees under the Unified Carrier Registration Program. If you pay UCR you are not required to purchase intrastate decals.: 
	Check this box if you are required to carry $1 million in Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance.: 
	Check this box if you are required to carry $5 million in Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance.: 
	Check this box if you transport ALL Divisions of Class 1 Explosives.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.1 Explosives that have a Mass Explosion Hazard.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.2 Explosives that have a Projection Hazard.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.3 Explosives that have a Fire Hazard and either a Minor Blast Hazard or a Minor Projection Hazard, or both.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.4 Explosive Devices that present a Minor Blast Hazard.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.5 Very Insensitive Explosives.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 1 Explosives, Division 1.6 Extremely Insensitive Detonating Substances.: 
	Check this box if you transport ALL Divisions of Class 2 Gasses.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 2 Gasses, Division 2.1 Gasses that are Flammable.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 2 Gasses, Division 2.2 Gasses that are Non-Flammable and Compressed.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 2 Gasses, Division 2.3 Gasses that are Poisonous.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 3 Flammable & Combustible Liquids.: 
	Check this box if you transport ALL Divisions of Class 4 Flammable Solids.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 4 Flammable Solids, Division 4.1 Solids that are Flammable.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 4 Flammable Solids, Division 4.2 Material that is Spontaneously Combustible.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 4 Flammable Solids, Division 4.3 Material that is Dangerous When Wet.: 
	Check this box if you transport ALL Divisions of Class 5 Oxidizers & Organic Peroxides.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 5 Oxidizers & Organic Peroxides, Division 5.1 Oxidizers.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 5 Oxidizers & Organic Peroxides, Division 5.2 Organic Peroxides.: 
	Check this box if you transport ALL Divisions of Class 6 Poisons.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 6 Poisons, Division 6.2 material that is an Infectious Substance (Etiologic agent).: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 6 Poisons, Division 6.1 A Material that is a poison liquid which is a PIH Zone A.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 6 Poisons, Division 6.1 B Material that is a poison liquid which is a PIH Zone B.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 6 Poisons, Division 6.1 Material that is a poisonous liquid with no inhalation hazard.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 6 Poisons, Division 6.1 Material that is a poison which is a solid.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 7 Radioactive Materials.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 8 Corrosives.: 
	Check this box if you transport Class 9 Miscellaneous.: 
	Check this box if you transport ORM-D (Other Regulated Materials).: 
	Enter the applicant name or attorney name, if filling out the form for applicant. If someone other than the applicant signs, proof of power of attorney is required.: 
	AppSign-MO: 
	Enter the applicant title or attorney title, if filling out the form for applicant. If someone other than the applicant signs proof of power of attorney is required.: 
	Enter the date in MM/DD/YYYY format.: 
	If an attorney signed on behalf of the applicant, enter the attorney's address.: 
	If an attorney signed on behalf of the applicant, enter the attorney's Missouri Bar Number.: 
	Check this box if you are compliant with RSMo 287 and have workers compensation coverage for employees (required ONLY for household goods carriers).: 
	Check this box if you have received permission from the Division of Workers Compensation to self-insure your liabilities (required ONLY for household goods carriers).: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will not transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Enter the vehicle type.: 
	Enter the model year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the licensed weight of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the value of the vehicle.: 
	Select if the vehicle is owned, leased, or to be acquired.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if the vehicle will transport hazardous materials.: 
	Check this box if you are an Intrastate ONLY carrier and need to purchase door or window decals.: 
	Check this box if you are an Intrastate ONLY carrier and need to purchase door or window decals.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Enter the seating capacity of the vehicle, excluding the driver.: 
	Check this box if you intend to charge a per passenger fee. If you choose this option you should choose passengers other than in charter service in Section 1.: 
	Check this box if you intend to charge fees at a group rate. If you choose this option you should choose passengers in charter service in Section 1.: 
	Describe the rates you intend to charge for transportation of passengers in intrastate commerce. This can include a minimum rate, rate per hour per vehicle type, rate per passenger (if applicable), seasonal rate or other information that is specific and clear.: 
	Enter the two digit month and year for the end of the reporting period in MM/YY format.: 
	Enter the two digit month and year for the end of the reporting period in MM/YY format.: 
	Enter the current assets of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the current assets of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the other assets of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the other assets of the company for the reporting year.: 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the sum of line 1 and line 2 listed above and equals the total assets of the company. : 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the sum of line 1 and line 2 listed above and equals the total assets of the company. : 
	Enter the current liabilities of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the current liabilities of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the long term liabilities of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the long term liabilities of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the capital stock of the company for the reporting year (Corporations ONLY).: 
	Enter the capital stock of the company for the reporting year (Corporations ONLY).: 
	Enter the retained earnings, contributed capital, or equity of limited companies for the reporting year (Corporations ONLY).: 
	Enter the retained earnings, contributed capital, or equity of limited companies for the reporting year (Corporations ONLY).: 
	Enter the net worth of partners or individuals for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the net worth of partners or individuals for the reporting year.: 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the sum of line 4 through line 8 listed above and equals the total liabilities and equity of the company. : 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the sum of line 4 through line 8 listed above and equals the total liabilities and equity of the company. : 
	Check this box if applicant does NOT intend to acquire any additional assets or liabilities in order to provide service if authority is granted (Partnership, Corporation, or Limited Liability Company ONLY).: 
	Check this box if applicant intends to acquire additional assets or liabilities in order to provide service if authority is granted, and include a description of the items below (Partnership, Corporation, or Limited Liability Company ONLY).: 
	Provide a description of additional assets or liabilities the company intends to acquire in order to provide service if authority is granted (Partnership, Corporation, or Limited Liability Company ONLY).: 
	If you check this box DO NOT complete lines 1 through 5 below.: 
	Enter the two digit month and year for the end of the reporting period in MM/YY format.: 
	Enter the two digit month and year for the end of the reporting period in MM/YY format.: 
	Enter the total revenue of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the total revenue of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the total expenses of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the total expenses of the company for the reporting year.: 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the total of line 1 minus line 2 listed above and equals the net operating revenue of the company. : 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the total of line 1 minus line 2 listed above and equals the net operating revenue of the company. : 
	Enter the other operating income and expenses of the company for the reporting year.: 
	Enter the other operating income and expenses of the company for the reporting year.: 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the total of line 3 minus line 4 listed above and equals the net income (or loss) of the company. : 
	This field is read only. The amount shown here is the total of line 3 minus line 4 listed above and equals the net income (or loss) of the company. : 
	ContactFax2-72: 
	Enter your USDOT number, if applicable. If your company has not been assigned a USDOT number leave this field blank.: 
	Enter your Federal Employee Identification Number issued by the Internal Revenue Service. If you are a sole proprietor and do not have an FEIN, enter your Social Security Number.: 
	Enter your company's legal name. This name must be the same as what is registered with the FMCSA. Do not enter your DBA Name in this field.: 
	Enter your doing business as (DBA) name. If your company uses a DBA name and is a Missouri based carrier, that name must be registered with the Missouri Secretary of State. : 
	Enter your principal place of business street. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business city. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business state. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your principal place of business zip code. This is the address where business and safety records of the company are kept and can be made available. This must be a physical location, not a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing street, if different than your principal place of business Address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing city, if different than your principal place of business Address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing state, if different than your principal place of business Address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter your mailing zip code, if different than your principal place of business Address. This address may be a PO Box.: 
	Enter the first and last name of the person who will be the contact for the account.: 
	Enter the area code and phone number of the contact person.: 
	Enter the area code and fax number.: 
	Enter only one e-mail address of the contact person for account correspondence.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting a 72 Hour Reciprocity Trip Permit. This permit is required for carriers based in another jurisdiction that are not properly licensed to travel in or through the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting a 72 Hour IFTA Permit. This permit is required for carriers prior to entry or re-entry into Missouri when not registered for IFTA.: 
	Check this box if you are requesting a 72 Hour Trip/Fuel Combination Permit. This permit is required for carriers based in another jurisdiction that are not properly licensed to travel in or through the state of Missouri AND are not registered for IFTA.: 
	Enter the VIN of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the make of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the year of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the registration state of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the license number of the vehicle.: 
	Enter the date the permit should begin.: 
	Enter the time the permit should begin.: 
	Check this box if the time you requested is PM.: 
	Check this box if the time you requested is AM.: 
	Enter the permit service Company Name, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service Contact Name, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service street, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service city, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service state, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service zip code, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service phone number, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service fax number, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Enter the permit service e-mail address, if applicable. This field is only required if using a permit service. A Power of Attorney must be submitted with this form if using a permit service.: 
	Check this box if you are authorized by the company to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc.: 
	Check this box if you are not authorized by the company to receive bills, plates, refunds, etc.: 
	Enter the permit service MCE user id, if applicable.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 
	Check this box if you are an out of state vehicle without apportioned plates and need to obtain a 72 hour trip and/or fuel permit to operate temporarily within the state of Missouri.: 



